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ABSTRACT  

A slot metasurface (metascreen) designed to have resonance that couples with the 1733 cm-1 absorption peak of the C=O 
molecular bond of PMMA  (polymethyl methacrylate) is presented. The metasurface is made of a gold layer perforated 
with periodically-placed slots and stood off above a reflective ground plane with silicon substrate. The metasurface is 
modeled using ANSYS HFSS and including measured optical properties for gold, silicon and PMMA in the infrared 
spectrum.  PMMA forms a thin overcoat and exhibits a strong absorption resonance at wavenumber 1733 cm-1.  
Coupling between the metasurface and PMMA is observed via normal mode splitting. Mode splitting has been analyzed 
from classical coupled mass spring oscillators to exciton-photons coupling in microcavities. The coupled systems can be 
described with a Hamiltonian matrix and solved for the eigenfrequencies.  Parametric analysis of coupled response as a 
function of the design geometry is provided.  Coupling energy, reflectance spectrum, and dispersion plots showing the 
anticrossing behavior of hybrid modes are presented as characterization of resonance coupling and normal mode 
splitting.  Slot metasurface results are compared to the complementary structure (nanorod metasurface) in order to 
explore the duality of the complentary metasurfaces and their coupled responses. Coupled resonances have application in 
biosensors for molecule detection, surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA), and infrared imaging.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Metamaterials are patterned structures that give rise to effective bulk material properties1, 2. A planar metamaterial is a 
specific subcategory that is referred to as a metasurface. Metasurfaces are appealing structures due to the maturity of 
VSLI fabrication technology and processes. There are applications of metasurfaces in sensing region, where said 
structures are coupled with some form of unknown material. An example system can be seen in Figure 1 where surface-
enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) based system is used. Evidence of coupling can be seen from a scattered spectrum 
that then can be detected. The coupling event has been referred to as vacuum Rabi splitting, quantum level repulsion, 
level anti-crossing, or normal mode splitting. The latter term will be used in naming the coupling event. Polymethyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) is used here as a stand-in for the unknown material to which a metasurface will be designed to 
couple. The PMMA material is appealing since it is a readily available photoresist which is already well characterized in 
the IR band of interest. PMMA has an IR absorption peak at approximately 52 THz (1733 cm-1 or 5.77μm). The 
absorption peak is correlated to the phonon or vibrational moments of the carbon double bonded with oxygen bond in the 
chemical structure of the material. ANSYS HFSS is used to design a resonance metasurface to couple with the PMMA 
C=O bond. This coupling will be evidenced via the normal mode splitting.    
 
Resonance-coupled metasurfaces have profound applications with SEIRA3-6, Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 
(SERS)7-9, and biosensing10. This paper investigates the coupling event in a periodic planar meta-slot structure with the 
52 THz phonon moment. The results of slot metasurface will then be compared with results of a nanorod metamaterial 
presented in reference [5]. The complentary principle in the field of optics was introduced by Babinet and was expanded 
upon by Booker2, 11-13. Babinet’s principle for diffraction pattern of complentary screens will be discussed in terms of the 
two metasurfaces.            
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Figure 1. SEIRA based sensor utilizing a resonate metasurface to enhance the reflected signal.    

 

2. Design Process 
The model of the metasurface with PMMA overlay is shown in Figure 2. The model contains a PEC ground plane, a 
silicon cavity, gold metascreen with a slot of orders of microns in length, and the PMMA overlay. The model, Figure 2, 
is a unit cell of a periodic structure which when simulated will model an array of nanoslots. The model uses measured 
material optical properties in the simulation in order to produce the normal mode splitting. The metasurface was 
designed with the aid of an auxiliary model with “dummy” PMMA overlay. The PMMA “dummy” is a dispersionless 
stand-in which assists in identifying any red/blue shifting of the metasurface’s resonance.                  
 

 
Figure 2. Nanoslot metasurface unit cell designed in HFSS.    

The HFSS model with the dispersionless material is tuned via the Si cavity (depicted in Figure 2). The uncoupled red-
shifted metamaterial is tuned to the desired 52 THz resonant frequency. The metasurface resonates with the phononic 
moment in the PMMA which results in coupling.  

 
Figure 3. Reflected spectrum for red shift and unshifted, uncoupled resonances showing approximately 0.2 THz red shift.   

The coupling of the two resonances may be described by a Hamitonian matix5, 14 which can be solved for the 
eigenfrequency of the coupled system.  
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 = ℏ − − 	  (1) 

In Equation 1 ωn’ is the red-shifted uncoupled resonances, γn is the damping or loss of the uncoupled resonances of 
metasurface/PMMA, and V would relate to the coupling strength between the two resonances. The eigenfrequencies can 
be calculated using the determinant as follows: det(H-ħωI) = 0. The solved equation becomes as follows: 

  ( − − )( − − ) − = 0 (2) 

Equation 2 solution is well known from the exciton-polariton description of normal mode splitting15.  As such the 
complex solutions for the eigenfrequencies are: 

 ±	= − ( + ) ± + − 	 + ( − )( − ) (3) 

The quantity (ω1’ – ω2’) is known as detuning in vacuum Rabi splitting terms and the term “δ” is used. Simplifying 
assumptions will be imposed onto Equation 3. First, the in the spectrum region of interest the detuning is very small, i.e., 
δ ≈ 0, and thus the eigenfrequencies are real. It would be appealing to have the coupling constant in terms of modeled 
results. The difference between the ω+ and ω-, i.e., the difference in the coupled eigenfrequencies will be defined as 2Ωr 
when δ => 0 (depicted in Figure 4). Then using the first assumption, an equation for the coupling constant is as follows: 

       = Ω +  (4) 

 
Figure 4. Reflection spectrum depicting the Rabi splitting value. 

 

The quantity ħΩr is referred to as Rabi energy which describes the energy difference between the hybrid or splitted 
energy levels4, 5, 14. From Equation 4 the second assumption can be drawn. The damping or γn is related to the full width 
haft maximum (FWHM) of the uncoupled resonance16 so, it will be assumed that the resonances are “well matched”, i.e., 
|γ1-γ2| ≈ 0. From the two assumptions Equation 3 can be rewritten as: 

  ±	≈ ± + Ω  (5) 

3. Results 
The thickness of the silicon cavity seen in Figure 2 is tuned to where maximum coupling occurs, which is labeled 
Nominal Case in Figure 5. The silicon cavity is tuned around the nominal case by 200nm as depicted in Figure 5. The 
data shown in Figure 5 was fitted with a double Lorenzian as seen in Equation 61. 
 
 ( ) ≈ − ( ) + ( )  (6) 

In Equation 6, ωn correspond to dips in the reflection coefficient, γn represent the losses, and an are amplitude scaling 
coefficients.     
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Figure 5. Reflection spectrum HFSS modeled results for coupled metasurface and PMMA resonances.  

Fano resonance17, 18 and electromagnetic induced transparency (EIT)1, 19, 20 are two different phenomenon that have been 
used to explain the lineshape of the nominal case. Fano resonance in a quantum sense is the interaction of a continuum of 
states with a bound state which then results in asymmetric lineshapes18. In the system the plasmonics would be 
analogous to the continuum of states and the bound state would be the PMMA’s resonance at 52 THz. EIT can be 
thought of as a special case of Fano resonance where the detuning, δ, is zero or when the uncoupled (shifted) resonances 
are equal.  
 
Using Equation 5 a dispersion plot of metamaterial resonance and eigenfrequencies of the hybrid modes can be obtained 
as seen in Figure 6. The Rabi energy is obtained from Figure 5 which is calculated to be 1.24 meV. It will be assumed 
that there is a negligible shift in the PMMA uncoupled resonance and a 0.2 THz red shift, seen in Figure 3, in the 
metasurface resonance. Figure 6 has three light lines for uncoupled PMMA, metasurface, and red shifted metasurface 
resonance.     
      

 
Figure 6. Dispersion curve displaying typical anti-crossing behavior of coupled hybrid modes compared to modeled results.  

 
The resonance peaks for both hybrid modes from Figure 5 are mapped onto the expression of Equation 5 in Figure 6. The 
mapped resonance peak follows the level repulsion trend that is expressed by Equation 5. The resonant data points are 
not perfectly on top of the anti-crossing curve. The imperfections may be results of complex coupling frequency which 
would result in damping or decoupling. Also, practically the PMMA resonance may shift slightly due to the layering of 
materials and lossy IR metals.           
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4. Conclusion 
Consider a slot metasurface designed with the same dimension as a rod metasurface discussed in reference [5]. The 
resulting reflection coefficient is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that there is a blue shift in the metasurface resonance 
that results in similar coupling as that seen in the1.36 μm silicon cavity case in Figure 5. Babinet’s principle classically 
has been confined to infinity thin perfectly conducting planes. Under the classical constrains of Babinet’s principle the 
reflection for the slot or rod would be identical for the appropriate complementary mode, i.e., electric field polarized 
across the slot or along the rod respectively. However, deviations have been reported11-13 from classical Babinet’s 
principle under the condition for complementary screens etched onto substrates. The deviation is, more or less, shifts in 
the resonant peak similar to what is observed in comparing Figures 5 and 7. For design purposes, it would be palatable to 
obtain, at a minimum, empirical relationships between shifts in resonance in complementary complex structures and 
parameters of that said structure. 
 

 
Figure 7. Slot metasurface reflection spectrum will complemtary rod metasurface dimensions5.  

 
Normal mode splitting has been shown for a slot metasurface with a PMMA overlay. Normal mode splitting is a result of 
coupling between C=O molecular bond and the slot metasurface resonances. Also, it can be seen from Figure 5 that there 
is an enhancement of the C=O PMMA moment which correlates with detection applications. Such applications include 
biosensing and SEIRA or surface-enhanced infrared spectroscopy. A practical analytical model for normal mode 
splitting is compared to the results produced by finite element analysis.      
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